Nurses experiences about self sacrifice and martyrdom during imposed war from 1980-1988: an oral history by Firouzkouhi, Mohammadreza et al.
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Nurses experiences of self-sacrifice and martyrdom during the imposed war 
from 1980-1988: An oral history research 
 
 





Introduction: The imposed war was a demonstration of self-sacrifice and martyrdom. The 8-year 
imposed war and holy resistance were recorded in history as testimonies to Iranians resistance and 
patience. The aim of the present research was to study nurses' experiences of self-sacrifice and martyrdom 
during the war imposed on Iran from 1980-1988. 
Method: This oral history research was conducted through active interviews. Thus, 25 nurses were 
interviewed about their experiences of self-sacrifice and martyrdom during the war. 
Results: Themes describing the experiences of nurses included "the establishment of the role of nurses in 
the war as paramedics ", "the sacrifices of nurses during their activity in treatment units", "accompanying 
other medical team member in vital activities", "injury and martyrdom of nurses during active duty", 
"different working conditions of nurses in caring for victims of chemical injuries", "dedication in caring 
for chemical weaponry victims", and "creative activities to help the injured in the battle field". 
Conclusion: The results of this study showed how the war may cause the manifestation of self-sacrifice 
and martyrdom among nurses, and result in enhanced learning and acquiring new experiences through 
placing individuals under extreme conditions. Thus, while learning from gained experiences, nurses used 
the lessons of the past effectively to build the future. 
Keywords: Imposed war, Nursing, Self-sacrifice, Martyrdom, Oral history 
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